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Gold prices have moved very quickly in the past two months, gaining 14% in that short

space of time. Gold’s gains have been consistent with the sudden drop in Treasury yields

and rise in demand for safe haven assets. As we highlighted in The gold market reigns

supreme, growing tensions between the US and China in the form of both a trade and a

currency war have kept the market on edge, thus driving up the demand for safe haven

assets. Both the market and the Trump administration appear to have forced the Federal

Reserve’s (Fed) hands to ease policy. Market tantrums clearly have influenced Fed’s

decision making, with the central bank changing policy course after equity markets

faltered earlier this year. The Trump administration’s flip-flopping on the trade front,

has also led the Fed to provide an “insurance” rate cut. Fed fund futures indicate that

the market expects more rate cuts to come during the course of the year and that is

likely to keep US Treasury yields low. 

 

Clearly the outlook for the economy, interest rates and exchange rates have changed

since we published our gold outlook last month. Here we provide an updated outlook and

focus on a scenario in which geopolitical and financial market uncertainty remains

elevated.

 

Base case forecastBase case forecast

 

Our new base case forecast is for gold prices to rise to US$1550/oz in Q2 2020, up from

US$1500/oz in mid-August 2019. This forecast is based on US 10-year Treasury yields and

the US dollar basket holding around current levels at 1.65% and 97 respectively. We

expect inflation to hover around 1.8%. While we don’t think that there are immediate

negative price pressures on the horizon, inflation any higher than this level would be

inconsistent with the Fed cutting rates. Currently speculative positioning in the gold

futures market is very elevated at 346k contracts net long according to data from the

Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC). That is just a fraction below the all-time

high set in July 2016 at 348k contracts net long. Market sentiment toward gold has

shifted very quickly in a short space of time. In November 2018, sentiment towards the

metal was so weak that speculative positioning was net short. As we have never seen

positioning remain as high as it is today for a long stretch of time, in our base case

forecast we bring positioning down to a more sober 120k contracts net long.

  

Figure 1: Gold Price ForecastFigure 1: Gold Price Forecast
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 Source: WisdomTree Model Forecasts, Bloomberg Historical Data, data available as of close 13 August 2019.

Forecasts are not an indicator of future performance and any investments areForecasts are not an indicator of future performance and any investments are

subject to risks and uncertainties.subject to risks and uncertainties.

 

What if speculative positioning remains elevated?What if speculative positioning remains elevated?

 

Being conservative in our base case, we reduce speculative positioning to something

closer to the long-term average, but what if speculative positioning remains as high as

it is today until Q2 2020 (i.e. at 346k contracts net long)? Our model indicates that

would drive gold prices to close to US$1815/oz.

 

Figure 2: Gold futures speculative positioningFigure 2: Gold futures speculative positioning

 

Source: Bloomberg, WisdomTree, data as of 13 August 2019.

Estimates are not a reliable indicator of future performance and any investmentsEstimates are not a reliable indicator of future performance and any investments

are subject to risks and uncertaintiesare subject to risks and uncertainties

 

There are a number of geopolitical and financial risks that have driven positioning in

gold futures to elevated levels:
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Trade negotiations between the US and China reaching a stalemate, increasing the

probability of greater protectionism between the two economic superpowers

Market fears that the Fed is committing a policy mistake by loosening policy when

labour markets are tight, and inflation is not falling

The probability of a hard Brexit rising under a new Prime Minister in the UK

Tension in the Middle East rising as Iran continues to enrich uranium above the

levels permitted under the nuclear accord. Attacks on vessels moving around the

Strait of Hormuz – through which a third of the world’s seaborne oil passes – have

added to tensions in the region after the Trump administration has applied punitive

sanctions on Tehran

The Argentine economy and equity/bond market falling back into a crisis, sparking

fears of a broader emerging market sell-off

Political uncertainty resurfacing in Italy as a vote of confidence is being put

forward against the sitting Prime Minister

Political unrest in Hong Kong as opposition to an extradition bill - that would

allow criminal suspects to be tried in mainland China – has triggered demands for

broader democratic reform

While many of these issues could be resolved quickly, there is a strong chance that they

are not. For example, trade discussions between the US and China have been ongoing for

more than two years without a clear resolution as the expectations from both sides

appear so far apart. It is not clear what will be the catalyst to bring the two sides

closer. Brexit equally looks like an intractable problem with the terms of the deal

negotiated by the previous prime minister unacceptable to current government and the

European Union unwilling to negotiate on the key stumbling blocks. 

 

With Iran looking like it is politically isolated, the chances of the country continuing

to rattle sabres appears higher than it capitulating to US demands.

 

Should geopolitical concerns deteriorate further, speculative positioning could rise

even more. If positioning were to rise to 400k contracts net long, our model indicates

gold prices could rise to US$1875/oz – a whisker away from the all-time high gold price

of US$1900/oz set on 5 September 2011.

 

Related blogsRelated blogs

+ The gold market reigns supreme

+ Gold above US$1400, where next?

View the online version of this article here.
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document has been issued and approved by WisdomTree Ireland Limited, which is authorised

and regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland.

Marketing communications issued in jurisdictions outside of the EEA: Marketing communications issued in jurisdictions outside of the EEA: This

document has been issued and approved by WisdomTree UK Limited, which is authorised and

regulated by the United Kingdom Financial Conduct Authority.

WisdomTree Ireland Limited and WisdomTree UK Limited are each referred to as

“WisdomTree” (as applicable). Our Conflicts of Interest Policy and Inventory are

available on request. 

For professional clients only. The information contained in this document is forFor professional clients only. The information contained in this document is for

your general information only and is neither an offer for sale nor ayour general information only and is neither an offer for sale nor a

solicitation of an offer to buy securities or shares. This document should notsolicitation of an offer to buy securities or shares. This document should not

be used as the basis for any investment decision. Investments may go up or downbe used as the basis for any investment decision. Investments may go up or down

in value and you may lose some or all of the amount invested. Past performancein value and you may lose some or all of the amount invested. Past performance

is not necessarily a guide to future performance. Any decision to invest shouldis not necessarily a guide to future performance. Any decision to invest should

be based on the information contained in the appropriate prospectus and afterbe based on the information contained in the appropriate prospectus and after

seeking independent investment, tax and legal advice. seeking independent investment, tax and legal advice. 

The application of regulations and tax laws can often lead to a number ofThe application of regulations and tax laws can often lead to a number of

different interpretations. Any views or opinions expressed in this communicationdifferent interpretations. Any views or opinions expressed in this communication

represent the views of WisdomTree and should not be construed as regulatory, taxrepresent the views of WisdomTree and should not be construed as regulatory, tax

or legal advice. WisdomTree makes no warranty or representation as to theor legal advice. WisdomTree makes no warranty or representation as to the

accuracy of any of the views or opinions expressed in this communication. Anyaccuracy of any of the views or opinions expressed in this communication. Any

decision to invest should be based on the information contained in thedecision to invest should be based on the information contained in the

appropriate prospectus and after seeking independent investment, tax and legalappropriate prospectus and after seeking independent investment, tax and legal

advice.advice.

This document is not, and under no circumstances is to be construed as, an advertisement

or any other step in furtherance of a public offering of shares or securities in the

United States or any province or territory thereof. Neither this document nor any copy

hereof should be taken, transmitted or distributed (directly or indirectly) into the

United States. 

Although WisdomTree endeavours to ensure the accuracy of the content in this document,

WisdomTree does not warrant or guarantee its accuracy or correctness. Where WisdomTree

has expressed its own opinions related to product or market activity, these views may

change. Neither WisdomTree, nor any affiliate, nor any of their respective officers,

directors, partners, or employees accepts any liability whatsoever for any direct or

consequential loss arising from any use of this document or its contents.
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